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GB(SPP)EU 1.6067 0.0113 1.4256 0.1811

GB(SPP)UK 1.5782 0.0110 1.4001 0.1781

Tribune

09/12/19 1.6560 0.0138 1.7392 0.0167

02/12/19 1.6422 1.7225

Pork 1.7100 0.0200 1.5300 0.1800

Cutter 1.7269 0.0175 1.5394 0.1875

Number 87,170 87,320 -150

Ave Weight kg 84.2 84.59 -0.39

Ave Probe mm 11.2 11.3 -0.1

08/12/19

Denmark 166.51 -1.88 168.39 6.26

Germany 175.28 2.03 173.25 15.03

France 153.50 -1.20 154.70 -6.75

Holland 161.14 0.92 160.22 0.89

Spain 156.44 2.23 154.21 -3.81

EU28 165.62 1.78 163.84 5.37

UK 160.25 1.42 158.83 0.00
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Market Report 

On the last full week pig marketing before Christmas we have 
seen the largest rise in the EU SPP with the EU SPP standing 
at 160.67p/kg, an increase of 1.13p/kg – hopefully after the 
Christmas period we will see this continue to rise and demand 
for pigmeat continue to grow.  There is no doubt that the 
Chinese situation has helped tremendously so far, UK demand 
has only been lack lustre for weeks how.  Perhaps the pig 
industry should follow suit like the Irish farmers challenged the 
retailers about the poor beef prices with blockades in city 
centres and at meat processing plants and actually at retailers.  
However, this week we have seen money from major 
processors and most pigs have found a home albeit with some 
travel involved.  

The fresh meat front as you would expect on the run to 
Christmas is their busiest week and we have really dug deep to 
find enough pigs for requirements, but healthy price increases 
have followed suit between 2p and 3p/kg.  We are now entering 
two short kill weeks, Christmas and New Year week and 
obviously uptake will be less than we have seen of late but 
hopefully when we reach the 6 January the major processors 
should be back on track to take pig numbers.  We have seen a 
decline in sow price this week due to the run to Christmas in 
Germany and the currency exchange 

According to AHDB Pork UK, the outlook for pig slaughterings is 
said to rise in 2020 with slaughterings expected to be 11 million 
head which is about 2% more than we have seen this year, that 
growth will come in the last quarter of 2020.  AHDB are 
suggesting that there are more sows on production units than 
there has been this year.  

Lastly, Danish Crown has announced plans to invest in 
automation in its pork processing plants in Denmark largely 
Horsens, the plant is only 15 years old but technology marches 
on and with the high demand from China likely to continue they 
are looking at multi-purpose robotic arms to do an awful lot of 
packaging with an investment of £45 million.   


